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Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), discovered in 1991, have been a subject of intensive
research for a wide range of applications. In the past decades, although carbon
nanotubes have undergone massive research, considering the success of silicon, it
has, nonetheless, been difficult to appreciate the potential influence of carbon
nanotubes in current technology. The main objective of this book is therefore to give a
wide variety of possible applications of carbon nanotubes in many industries related to
electron device technology. This should allow the user to better appreciate the potential
of these innovating nanometer sized materials. Readers of this book should have a
good background on electron devices and semiconductor device physics as this book
presents excellent results on possible device applications of carbon nanotubes. This
book begins with an analysis on fabrication techniques, followed by a study on current
models, and it presents a significant amount of work on different devices and
applications available to current technology.
Offers an overview of state of the art passive macromodeling techniques with an
emphasis on black-box approaches This book offers coverage of developments in
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linear macromodeling, with a focus on effective, proven methods. After starting with a
definition of the fundamental properties that must characterize models of physical
systems, the authors discuss several prominent passive macromodeling algorithms for
lumped and distributed systems and compare them under accuracy, efficiency, and
robustness standpoints. The book includes chapters with standard background material
(such as linear time-invariant circuits and systems, basic discretization of field
equations, state-space systems), as well as appendices collecting basic facts from
linear algebra, optimization templates, and signals and transforms. The text also covers
more technical and advanced topics, intended for the specialist, which may be skipped
at first reading. Provides coverage of black-box passive macromodeling, an approach
developed by the authors Elaborates on main concepts and results in a mathematically
precise way using easy-to-understand language Illustrates macromodeling concepts
through dedicated examples Includes a comprehensive set of end-of-chapter problems
and exercises Passive Macromodeling: Theory and Applications serves as a reference
for senior or graduate level courses in electrical engineering programs, and to
engineers in the fields of numerical modeling, simulation, design, and optimization of
electrical/electronic systems. Stefano Grivet-Talocia, PhD, is an Associate Professor of
Circuit Theory at the Politecnico di Torino in Turin, Italy, and President of IdemWorks.
Dr. Grivet-Talocia is author of over 150 technical papers published in international
journals and conference proceedings. He invented several algorithms in the area of
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passive macromodeling, making them available through IdemWorks. Bjørn Gustavsen,
PhD, is a Chief Research Scientist in Energy Systems at SINTEF Energy Research in
Trondheim, Norway. More than ten years ago, Dr. Gustavsen developed the original
version of the vector fitting method with Prof. Semlyen at the University of Toronto. The
vector fitting method is one of the most widespread approaches for model extraction.
Dr. Gustavsen is also an IEEE fellow.
This Second Edition focuses on emerging topics and advances in the field of VLSI
interconnections In the decade since High-Speed VLSI Interconnections was first
published, several major developments have taken place in the field. Now, updated to
reflect these advancements, this Second Edition includes new information on copper
interconnections, nanotechnology circuit interconnects, electromigration in the copper
interconnections, parasitic inductances, and RLC models for comprehensive analysis of
interconnection delays and crosstalk. Each chapter is designed to exist independently
or as a part of one coherent unit, and several appropriate exercises are provided at the
end of each chapter, challenging the reader to gain further insight into the contents
being discussed. Chapter subjects include: * Preliminary Concepts * Parasitic
Resistances, Capacitances, and Inductances * Interconnection Delays * Crosstalk
Analysis * Electromigration-Induced Failure Analysis * Future Interconnections HighSpeed VLSI Interconnections, Second Edition is an indispensable reference for highspeed VLSI designers, RF circuit designers, and advanced students of electrical
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engineering.
Introduces advanced high-capacity data encoding and throughput improvement
techniques for fully printable multi-bit Chipless RFID tags and reader systems The book
proposes new approaches to chipless RFID tag encoding and tag detection that
supersede their predecessors in signal processing, tag design, and reader
architectures. The text is divided into two main sections: the first section introduces the
fundamentals of electromagnetic (EM) imaging at mm-wave band to enhance the
content capacity of Chipless RFID systems. The EM Imaging through Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) technique is used for data extraction. The second section
presents a few smart tag detection techniques for existing chipless RFID systems. A
Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output (MIMO) based tag detection technique improves the
spectral efficiency and increases data bit capacity. The book concludes with a
discussion of how the MIMO approach can be combined with the image based
technique to introduce a complete solution with a fast imaging approach to chipless
RFID systems. The book has the following salient features: Discusses new approaches
to chipless RFID tags such as EM imaging, high capacity data encoding, and robust tag
detection techniques Presents techniques to enhance data content capacity of tags and
reliable tag detection for the readers at unlicensed microwave and mm-wave 2.45, 24
and 60 GHz instrumentation, scientific and medical (ISM) frequency bands Includes
case studies of real-world applications
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The aim of this volume is to provide advanced predoctoral students and young
postdoctoral physicists with an opportunity to study the concepts of tunneling
phenomena in solids and the theoretical and experimental techniques for their
investigation. The contributions are primarily tutorial in nature, covering theoretical and
experimental aspects of electron tunnel ing in semiconductors, metals, and
superconductors, and atomic tunneling in solids. The work is based upon the lectures
delivered at the Advanced Study Institute on "Tunneling Phenomena in Solids," held at
the Danish A. E. C. Research Establishment, Riso, Denmark, June 19-30, 1967.
Sponsored by the Danish Atomic Energy Commission, the Nordic Institute for
Theoretical Physics (NORDITA), and the Science Affairs Division of NATO, with the
cooperation of the University of Copenhagen, the Technical University of Denmark,
Chalmers Institute of Technology, and the University of Penn sylvania, the lectures
were presented by a distinguished panel of scientists who have made major
contributions in the field. The relatively large number of lecturers was, in part, made
possible by the close coordination of the Advanced Study Institute with the Second
International Conference on Electron Tunneling in Solids, which was held at Riso on
June 29, 30 and July 1, 1967, under the sponsorship of the U. S. Army Research Office
Durham. We are indebted to I. Giaever, E. O. Kane, J. Rowell, and J. R. Schrieffer for
advice and assistance in planning the lecture program of the Institute.
The flagship monograph addressing the spheroidal wave function andits pertinence to
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computational electromagnetics Spheroidal Wave Functions in Electromagnetic
Theorypresents in detail the theory of spheroidal wave functions, itsapplications to the
analysis of electromagnetic fields in variousspheroidal structures, and provides
comprehensive programming codesfor those computations. The topics covered in this
monograph include: Spheroidal coordinates and wave functions Dyadic Green's
functions in spheroidal systems EM scattering by a conducting spheroid EM scattering
by a coated dielectric spheroid Spheroid antennas SAR distributions in a spheroidal
head model The programming codes and their applications are provided onlineand are
written in Mathematica 3.0 or 4.0. Readers can also developtheir own codes according
to the theory or routine described in thebook to find subsequent solutions of
complicated structures. Spheroidal Wave Functions in Electromagnetic Theory is
afundamental reference for scientists, engineers, and graduatestudents practicing
modern computational electromagnetics orapplied physics.
A valuable addition to the Wiley Series in Microwave and OpticalEngineering Today's
modern wireless mobile communications depend on adaptive"smart" antennas to
provide maximum range and clarity. With therecent explosive growth of wireless
applications, smart antennatechnology has achieved widespread commercial and
militaryapplications. The only book available on the topic of adaptive antennas
usingdigital technology, this text reflects the latest developments insmart antenna
technology and offers timely information onfundamentals, as well as new adaptive
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techniques developed by theauthors. Coupling electromagnetic aspects of antenna
design withsignal processing techniques designed to promote accurate andefficient
information exchange, the text presents variousmechanisms for characterizing signalpath loss associated withsignal propagation, particularly for mobile wireless
communicationssystems based on such techniques as joint space-frequency
adaptiveprocessing. In clear, accessible language, the authors: * explain the difference
between adaptive antennas and adaptivesignal processing * Illustrate the procedures
for adaptive processing using directiveelements in a conformal array * clarify multistage
analysis procedure which combineselectromagnetic analysis with signal processing *
present a survey of the various models for characterizing radiowave propagation in
urban and rural environments * describe a method wherein it is possible to identify
andeliminate multipath without spatial diversity * optimize the location of base stations
in a complexenvironment The text is an excellent resource for researchers and
engineersworking in electromagnetics and signal processing who deal withperformance
improvement of adaptive techniques, as well as thosewho are concerned with the
characterization of propagation channelsand applications of airborne phased arrays.
In this book, a variety of topics related to electromagnetic fields and waves are extensively
discussed. The topics encompass the physics of electromagnetic waves, their interactions with
different kinds of media, and their applications and effects.
This volume will be devoted to the technical aspects of electrical and electromechanical SPM
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probes and SPM imaging on the limits of resolution, thus providing technical introduction into
the field. This volume will also address the fundamental physical phenomena underpinning the
imaging mechanism of SPMs.
This thesis investigates the dielectric properties of metal-oxide ceramics at microwave
frequencies. It also demonstrates for the first time that a theory of harmonic phonon coupling
can effectively predict the complex permittivity of metal oxides as a function of temperature and
frequency. Dielectric ceramics are an important class of materials for radio-frequency,
microwave and emergent terahertz technologies. Their key property is complex permittivity, the
real part of which permits the miniaturisation of devices and the imaginary part of which is
responsible for the absorption of electromagnetic energy. Absorption limits the practical
performance of many microwave devices such as filters, oscillators, passive circuits and
antennas. Complex permittivity as a function of temperature for low-loss dielectrics is
determined by measuring the resonant frequency of dielectric resonators and using the radial
mode matching technique to extract the dielectric properties. There have been only a handful
of publications on the theory of dielectric loss, and their predictions have often been
unfortunately unsatisfactory when compared to measurements of real crystals, sometimes
differing by whole orders of magnitude. The main reason for this is the lack of accurate data for
a harmonic coupling coefficient and phonon eigenfrequencies at arbitrary q vectors in the
Brillouin zone. Here, a quantum field theory of losses in dielectrics is applied, using results
from density functional perturbation theory, to predict from first principles the complex
permittivity of metal oxides as functions of frequency and temperature.
This book presents the interdisciplinary field of solid electrodynamics and its applications in
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superconductor and microwave technologies. It gives scientists and engineers the foundation
necessary to deal with theoretical and applied electromagnetics, continuum mechanics,
applied superconductivity, high-speed electronic circuit design, microwave engineering and
transducer technology.
Here is your one-stop source of all the important research in relativistic microwave electronics
in the past two decades -- advances that have greatly enhanced both the peak power and the
average power capabilities of microwave oscillators and amplifiers especially at millimeter
wavelengths.
Build your knowledge of SAR/ISAR imaging with this comprehensive and insightful resource
The newly revised Second Edition of Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar Imaging with MATLAB
Algorithms covers in greater detail the fundamental and advanced topics necessary for a
complete understanding of inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imaging and its concepts.
Distinguished author and academician, Caner Özdemir, describes the practical aspects of
ISAR imaging and presents illustrative examples of the radar signal processing algorithms
used for ISAR imaging. The topics in each chapter are supplemented with MATLAB codes to
assist readers in better understanding each of the principles discussed within the book. This
new edition incudes discussions of the most up-to-date topics to arise in the field of ISAR
imaging and ISAR hardware design. The book provides a comprehensive analysis of advanced
techniques like Fourier-based radar imaging algorithms, and motion compensation techniques
along with radar fundamentals for readers new to the subject. The author covers a wide variety
of topics, including: Radar fundamentals, including concepts like radar cross section, maximum
detectable range, frequency modulated continuous wave, and doppler frequency and pulsed
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radar The theoretical and practical aspects of signal processing algorithms used in ISAR
imaging The numeric implementation of all necessary algorithms in MATLAB ISAR hardware,
emerging topics on SAR/ISAR focusing algorithms such as bistatic ISAR imaging, polarimetric
ISAR imaging, and near-field ISAR imaging, Applications of SAR/ISAR imaging techniques to
other radar imaging problems such as thru-the-wall radar imaging and ground-penetrating
radar imaging Perfect for graduate students in the fields of electrical and electronics
engineering, electromagnetism, imaging radar, and physics, Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar
Imaging With MATLAB Algorithms also belongs on the bookshelves of practicing researchers
in the related areas looking for a useful resource to assist them in their day-to-day professional
work.
Radio-Frequency Integrated-Circuit Engineering addressesthe theory, analysis and design of
passive and active RFIC's usingSi-based CMOS and Bi-CMOS technologies, and other nonsilicon basedtechnologies. The materials covered are self-contained andpresented in such
detail that allows readers with onlyundergraduate electrical engineering knowledge in EM, RF,
andcircuits to understand and design RFICs. Organized into sixteenchapters, blending analog
and microwave engineering,Radio-Frequency Integrated-Circuit Engineering emphasizesthe
microwave engineering approach for RFICs. • Provides essential knowledge in EM and
microwaveengineering, passive and active RFICs, RFIC analysis and designtechniques, and
RF systems vital for RFIC students andengineers • Blends analog and microwave engineering
approaches forRFIC design at high frequencies • Includes problems at the end of each chapter

Presents the technological advancements that enable high spectral-efficiency
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and high-capacity fiber-optic communication systems and networks This book
examines key technology advances in high spectral-efficiency fiber-optic
communication systems and networks, enabled by the use of coherent detection
and digital signal processing (DSP). The first of this book’s 16 chapters is a
detailed introduction. Chapter 2 reviews the modulation formats, while Chapter 3
focuses on detection and error correction technologies for coherent optical
communication systems. Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted to Nyquist-WDM and
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM). In chapter 6, polarization and
nonlinear impairments in coherent optical communication systems are discussed.
The fiber nonlinear effects in a non-dispersion-managed system are covered in
chapter 7. Chapter 8 describes linear impairment equalization and Chapter 9
discusses various nonlinear mitigation techniques. Signal synchronization is
covered in Chapters 10 and 11. Chapter 12 describes the main constraints put on
the DSP algorithms by the hardware structure. Chapter 13 addresses the
fundamental concepts and recent progress of photonic integration. Optical
performance monitoring and elastic optical network technology are the subjects
of Chapters 14 and 15. Finally, Chapter 16 discusses spatial-division multiplexing
and MIMO processing technology, a potential solution to solve the capacity limit
of single-mode fibers. • Contains basic theories and up-to-date technology
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advancements in each chapter • Describes how capacity-approaching coding
schemes based on low-density parity check (LDPC) and spatially coupled LDPC
codes can be constructed by combining iterative demodulation and decoding •
Demonstrates that fiber nonlinearities can be accurately described by some
analytical models, such as GN-EGN model • Presents impairment equalization
and mitigation techniques Enabling Technologies for High Spectral-efficiency
Coherent Optical Communication Networks is a reference for researchers,
engineers, and graduate students. Xiang Zhou is a Tech Lead within Google
Platform Advanced Technology. Before joining Google, he was with AT&T Labs,
conducting research on various aspects of optical transmission and photonics
networking technologies. Dr. Zhou is an OSA fellow and an associate editor for
Optics Express. He has extensive publications in the field of optical
communications. Chongjin Xie is a senior director at Ali Infrastructure Service,
Alibaba Group. Before joining Alibaba Group, he was a Distinguished Member of
Technical Staff at Bell Labs, Alcatel-Lucent. Dr. Xie is a fellow of OSA and senior
member of IEEE. He is an associate editor of the Journal of Lightwave
Technology and has served in various conference committees.
An analysis of the physics of multiantenna systems Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
(MIMO) technology is one of the current hot topics in emerging wireless
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technologies. This book fills the important need for an authoritative reference on
the merits of MIMO systems based on physics and provides a sound theoretical
basis for its practical implementation. The book also addresses the important
issues related to broadband adaptive processing. Written by three internationally
known researchers, Physics of Multiantenna Systems and Broadband
Processing: Provides a thorough discussion of the physical and mathematical
principles involved in MIMO and adaptive systems Examines the electromagnetic
framework of wireless communications systems Uses Maxwell's theory to provide
a system-based framework for the abstract concept of channel capacity Performs
various numerical simulations to observe how a typical system will behave in
practice Provides a mathematical formulation for broadband adaptive processing
and direction-of-arrival estimation using real antenna arrays Integrates signal
processing and electromagnetics to address the performance of realistic
multiantenna systems With Physics of Multiantenna Systems and Broadband
Processing, communication systems engineers, graduate students, researchers,
and developers will gain a thorough, scientific understanding of this important
new technology.
In this important book, the author summarizes and generalizes the results of 25
years of work in this exciting field, which has been developing extensively within
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the last few decades. The reader will find discussions of many crystals that were
investigated in the microwave region, including low-dimensional and ferroelectric
semiconductors, protonic conductors, quasi-one-dimensional H-bonded. and
other order-disorder ferroelectrics. This volume is an essential reference for all
scientists and graduate students whose interests are connected to the physics of
ferroelectrics and related materials; the physics of structural phase transitions;
and superionic conductors. It will also be of value to those interested in
developing or exploiting microwave measurement techniques.
Interactions of electromagnetic fields with materials at high frequencies have
given rise to a vast array of practical applications in industry, science, medicine,
and consumer markets. Applicators or probes, which are the front end of these
systems, provide the field that interacts with the material. This book takes an
integrated approach to the area of high frequency applicators and probes for
material interactions, providing a toolkit for those who design these devices.
Particular attention is given to real-world applications and the latest
developments in the area. Mathematical methods are provided as design tools,
and are often simplified via curve-fitting techniques that are particularly usable by
handheld calculators. Useful equations and numerically solved examples, using
situations encountered in practice, are supplied. Above all, this volume is a
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comprehensive and useful reference where the reader can find design rules and
principles of high frequency applicators and probes for material processing and
sensing applications. Electronic and electrical R&D engineers, physicists,
university professors and students will all find this book a valuable reference.
Mehrdad Mehdizadeh is with the DuPont Company, Engineering Research &
Technology Division in Wilmington, Delaware. His areas of expertise include high
frequency hardware and electromagnetic methods of processing, sensing, and
characterization of materials. His work and innovation in industrial, scientific, and
medical applications of radio frequency and microwaves has resulted in 19 US
patents and a number of publications. He earned his Ph.D. and M.S. from
Marquette University (1983, 1980), and a B.S. from Sharif University of
Technology (1977), all in electrical engineering. Dr. Mehdizadeh is a Senior
Member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE ), Sigma Xi
(Scientific Research Society), the International Microwave Power Institute (IMPI ),
and a voting member of IEEE Standard Association. • Books in this area are
usually theoretical; this book provides practical information for those who actually
intend to design a system • Features real world and numerically solved
examples, and curve-fitted simple equations to replace complex equations
provided in typical texts • Author is a voting member of IEEE Standards
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Association
Technical plasmas have a wide range of industrial applications. The
Encyclopedia of Plasma Technology covers all aspects of plasma technology
from the fundamentals to a range of applications across a large number of
industries and disciplines. Topics covered include nanotechnology, solar cell
technology, biomedical and clinical applications, electronic materials,
sustainability, and clean technologies. The book bridges materials science,
industrial chemistry, physics, and engineering, making it a must have for
researchers in industry and academia, as well as those working on applicationoriented plasma technologies. Also Available Online This Taylor & Francis
encyclopedia is also available through online subscription, offering a variety of
extra benefits for researchers, students, and librarians, including: Citation
tracking and alerts Active reference linking Saved searches and marked lists
HTML and PDF format options Contact Taylor and Francis for more information
or to inquire about subscription options and print/online combination packages.
US: (Tel) 1.888.318.2367; (E-mail) e-reference@taylorandfrancis.com
International: (Tel) +44 (0) 20 7017 6062; (E-mail) online.sales@tandf.co.uk
Advances in Microwaves, Volume 3 covers the advances and applications of
microwave signal transmission and Gunn devices. This volume contains six
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chapters and begins with descriptions of ground-station antennas for space
communications. The succeeding chapters deal with beam waveguides, which
offer interesting possibilities for transmitting microwave energy, as well as with
parallel or tubular beams from antenna apertures. A chapter discusses the
electron transfer mechanism and the velocity-field characteristics, with a
particular emphasis on the microwave properties of Gunn oscillators. The last
chapters survey the specific physical and operating characteristics of the various
high power amplifiers and oscillators, which have been developed for operation
at millimeter wavelengths. These chapters also examine the nonlinear
interactions of spin waves and elastic waves.
Bridges the gap between FDTD theory and the implementation of practical
simulation techniques This is the first publication that guides readers step by step
through the implementation of electromagnetic simulation techniques based on
FDTD methods. These simulation techniques serve as an essential bridge
between FDTD methods and their applications. Moreover, the book helps
readers better understand the underlying logic of FDTD methods so that they can
design FDTD projects using either commercial electromagnetic software
packages or their own codes in order to solve practical engineering problems.
The book begins with two chapters that introduce the basic concepts of the 3-D
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Cartesian FDTD method, followed by discussions of advanced FDTD methods
such as conformal techniques, dispersive media, circuit elements, and near-to-far
field transformation. Next, the book: Presents basic concepts of parallel
processing techniques and systems, including parallel FDTD techniques and
systems Explores simulation techniques based on FDTD methods Illustrates
practical simulation techniques using engineering applications Introduces
advanced simulation techniques Each chapter concludes with references to help
readers investigate particular topics in greater depth. Each chapter also includes
problem sets that challenge readers to put their new FDTD and simulation skills
into practice. By bridging the gap between FDTD theory and practical simulation
techniques, this publication is an invaluable guide for students and engineers
who need to solve a wide range of design problems in RF, antenna, and
microwave engineering.
A comprehensive resource to designing and constructing analog photonic links capable
of high RF performance Fundamentals of Microwave Photonics provides a
comprehensive description of analog optical links from basic principles to applications.
The book is organized into four parts. The first begins with a historical perspective of
microwave photonics, listing the advantages of fiber optic links and delineating analog
vs. digital links. The second section covers basic principles associated with microwave
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photonics in both the RF and optical domains. The third focuses on analog modulation
formats—starting with a concept, deriving the RF performance metrics from basic
physical models, and then analyzing issues specific to each format. The final part
examines applications of microwave photonics, including analog receive-mode
systems, high-power photodiodes applications, radio astronomy, and arbitrary
waveform generation. Covers fundamental concepts including basic treatments of
noise, sources of distortion and propagation effects Provides design equations in easyto-use forms as quick reference Examines analog photonic link architectures along with
their application to RF systems A thorough treatment of microwave photonics,
Fundamentals of Microwave Photonics will be an essential resource in the laboratory,
field, or during design meetings. The authors have more than 55 years of combined
professional experience in microwave photonics and have published more than 250
associated works.
Stripline circulator theory and applications from the world's foremost authority The
stripline junction circulator is a unique three-port non-reciprocal microwave junction
used to connect a single antenna to both a transmitter and a receiver. Its operation
relies on the interaction between an electron spin in a suitably magnetized insulator
with an alternating radio frequency magnetic field. In its simplest form, it consists of a
microwave planar gyromagnetic resonator symmetrically coupled by three transmission
lines. This book explores the magnetic interaction involved in the stripline circulator's
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operation, the nature of the microwave resonator shape, and the network problem that
arises in coupling the microwave resonator to the microwave circuit. The stripline
circulator is an important device met across a wide range of industries, including
wireless, military, radar, and satellite communications. The book's design tables are a
unique feature, offering valuable design support. Written by an international authority on
non-reciprocal microwave circuits and devices, the book is organized into logical blocks
of chapters that focus on specific effects and circuit aspects of the stripline circulator.
Among the highlights of coverage are: Spatial shape demagnetizing factors of magnetic
insulators Standing wave solutions of wye gyromagnetic planar resonators Lumped
element circulators Negative permeability tracking and semi-tracking circulators Fourport single-junction circulators Fabrication of very weakly and weakly magnetized
microstrip circulators The final chapter explores important and continuing discrepancies
between theoretical models and actual practice. For designers building circulators,
isolators, and phase shifters; researchers working on the limitation of ferrite devices;
and graduate students intending to work in the field, Dr. Helszajn's insights and
perspectives are invaluable.
A graduate-level book about the propagation of electromagnetic fields and their
interaction with condensed matter.
Interstellar dust, meteorites, interplanetary dust particles (IDP's), the zodiacal light,
comets, comet dust. Where do they come from, what are they made of, how do they
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evolve, and finally, are there connections between them? These are the questions
discussed in this volume by some of the world's outstanding experts in their respective
fields. The techniques used for studying the `small' solid objects of space are
thoroughly discussed. Some of the methods involve a synthetic approach using the
laboratory to create analog environments and materials which are believed to resemble
those in space. Others use direct laboratory methods with state-of-the-art analytical
tools to study the material of the objects themselves - meteorites, IDP'S. And others
apply the latest in astronomical facilities to provide quantitative data on the material
properties of the solids which can only be deduced from remote observations, These
are compared with the laboratory results. In one instance there was a possibility to
study a solar system body in situ and that was the case of comet Halley and some of
the results of these studies obtained from space `laboratories' launched to meet it are
discussed here. Finally, there are theoretical papers which are aimed at bridging the
results of observational and laboratory methods. This book is recommended to senior
scientists as well as graduate students who wish to pursue research in interstellar and
solar system astronomy and their connections.
This book describes the latest development in optical fiber devices, and their
applications to sensor technology. Optical fiber sensors, an important application of the
optical fiber, have experienced fast development, and attracted wide attentions in basic
science as well as in practical applications. Sensing is often likened to human sense
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organs. Optical fiber can not only transport information acquired by sensors at high
speed and large volume, but also can play the roles of sensing element itself.
Compared with electric and other types of sensors, fiber sensor technology has unique
merits. It has advantages over conventional bulky optic sensors, such as combination
of sensing and signal transportation, smaller size, and possibility of building distributed
systems. Fiber sensor technology has been used in various areas of industry,
transportation, communication, security and defense, as well as daily life. Its
importance has been growing with the advancement of the technology and the
expansion of the scope of its application, a growth this book fully describes.
Radio Propagation and Adaptive Antennas for Wireless Communication Networks, 2nd
Edition, presents a comprehensive overview of wireless communication system design,
including the latest updates to considerations of over-the-terrain, atmospheric, and
ionospheric communication channels. New features include the latest experimentallyverified stochastic approach, based on several multi-parametric models; all-new
chapters on wireless network fundamentals, advanced technologies, and current and
modern multiple access networks; and helpful problem sets at the conclusion of each
chapter to enhance clarity. The volume’s emphasis remains on a thorough examination
of the role of obstructions on the corresponding propagation phenomena that influence
the transmission of radio signals through line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) propagation conditions along the radio path between the transmitter and the
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receiver antennas—and how adaptive antennas, used at the link terminals, can be used
to minimize the deleterious effects of such obstructions. With its focus on 3G, 4G,
MIMO, and the latest wireless technologies, Radio Propagation and Adaptive Antennas
for Wireless Communication Networks represents an invaluable resource to topics
critical to the design of contemporary wireless communication systems. Explores novel
wireless networks beyond 3G, and advanced 4G technologies, such as MIMO, via
propagation phenomena and the fundamentals of adapted antenna usage. Explains
how adaptive antennas can improve GoS and QoS for any wireless channel, with
specific examples and applications in land, aircraft and satellite communications.
Introduces new stochastic approach based on several multi-parametric models
describing various terrestrial scenarios, which have been experimentally verified in
different environmental conditions New chapters on fundamentals of wireless networks,
cellular and non-cellular, multiple access networks, new applications of adaptive
antennas for positioning, and localization of subscribers Includes the addition of
problem sets at the end of chapters describing fundamental aspects of wireless
communication and antennas.
The latest EM techniques for detecting concealed targets, whether explosives,
weapons, or people Extensively illustrated from basic principles to system design, the
fundamental concepts of RF, microwave, millimeter wave, and terahertz detection
systems and techniques to find concealed targets are explained in this publication.
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These concealed targets may be explosive devices or weapons, which can be buried in
the ground, concealed in building structures, hidden under clothing, or inside luggage.
Concealed targets may also be people who are stowaways or victims of an avalanche
or earthquake. Although much information is available in conference proceedings and
professional society publications, this book brings all the relevant information in a
single, expertly written and organized volume. Readers gain an understanding of the
physics underlying electromagnetic (EM) detection methods, as well as the factors that
affect the performance of EM detection equipment, helping them choose the right type
of equipment and techniques to meet the demands of particular tasks. Among the
topics covered are: Ultra-wideband radar and ground-penetrating radar Millimeter, submillimeter, and terahertz systems Radar systems including Doppler, harmonic, impulse,
FMCW, and holographic Radiometric systems Nuclear quadrupole resonance systems
Author David Daniels has many years of experience designing and deploying EM
systems to detect concealed targets. As a result, this publication is essential for
scientists and engineers who are developing or using EM equipment and techniques for
a diverse range of purposes, including homeland security, crime prevention, or the
detection of persons.
Presents a comprehensive overview and analysis of the recent developments in signal
processing for Chipless Radio Frequency Identification Systems This book presents the recent
research results on Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and provides smart signal
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processing methods for detection, signal integrity, multiple-access and localization, tracking,
and collision avoidance in Chipless RFID systems. The book is divided into two sections: The
first section discusses techniques for detection and denoising in Chipless RFID systems.
These techniques include signal space representation, detection of frequency signatures using
UWB impulse radio interrogation, time domain analysis, singularity expansion method for data
extraction, and noise reduction and filtering techniques. The second section covers collision
and error correction protocols, multi-tag identification through time-frequency analysis, FMCW
radar based collision detection and multi-access for Chipless RFID tags as we as localization
and tag tracking. Describes the use of UWB impulse radio interrogation to remotely estimate
the frequency signature of Chipless RFID tags using the backscatter principle Reviews the
collision problem in both chipped and Chipless RFID systems and summarizes the prevailing
anti-collision algorithms to address the problem Proposes state-of-the-art multi-access and
signal integrity protocols to improve the efficacy of the system in multiple tag reading scenarios
Features an industry approach to the integration of various systems of the Chipless RFID
reader-integration of physical layers, middleware, and enterprise software Chipless Radio
Frequency Identification Reader Signal Processing is primarily written for researchers in the
field of RF sensors but can serve as supplementary reading for graduate students and
professors in electrical engineering and wireless communications.
This proceedings volume contains a collection of 34 papers from the following symposia held
during the 2015 Materials Science and Technology (MS&T '15) meeting: Innovative Processing
and Synthesis of Ceramics, Glasses and Composites Advances in Ceramic Matrix Composites
Advanced Materials for Harsh Environments Advances in Dielectric Materials and Electronic
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Devices Controlled Synthesis, Processing, and Applications of Structure and Functional
Nanomaterials Processing and Performance of Materials Using Microwaves, Electric and
Magnetic Fields, Ultrasound, Lasers, and Mechanical Work, Rustum Roy Memorial
Symposium Sintering and Related Powder Processing Science and Technologies Surface
Protection for Enhanced Materials Performance: Science, Technology, and Application
Thermal Protection Materials and Systems Ceramic Optical Materials Alumina at the Forefront
of Technology
The Instrument and Automation Engineers’ Handbook (IAEH) is the #1 process automation
handbook in the world. Volume one of the Fifth Edition, Measurement and Safety, covers
safety sensors and the detectors of physical properties. Measurement and Safety is an
invaluable resource that: Describes the detectors used in the measurement of process
variables Offers application- and method-specific guidance for choosing the best measurement
device Provides tables of detector capabilities and other practical information at a glance
Contains detailed descriptions of domestic and overseas products, their features, capabilities,
and suppliers, including suppliers’ web addresses Complete with 163 alphabetized chapters
and a thorough index for quick access to specific information, Measurement and Safety is a
must-have reference for instrument and automation engineers working in the chemical, oil/gas,
pharmaceutical, pollution, energy, plastics, paper, wastewater, food, etc. industries. About the
eBook The most important new feature of the IAEH, Fifth Edition is its availability as an eBook.
The eBook provides the same content as the print edition, with the addition of thousands of
web addresses so that readers can reach suppliers or reference books and articles on the
hundreds of topics covered in the handbook. This feature includes a complete bidders' list that
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allows readers to issue their specifications for competitive bids from any or all potential product
suppliers.
This book describes the physical basis of microwave electronics and related topics, such as
microwave vacuum and microwave semiconductor devices. It comprehensively discusses the
main types of microwave vacuum and microwave semiconductor devices, their principles of
action, theory, parameters and characteristics, as well as ways of increasing the frequency
limit of various devices up to the terahertz frequency band. Further, it applies a unified
approach to describe charged particle interaction within electromagnetic fields and the motion
laws of charged particles in various media. The book is intended as a manual for researchers
and engineers, as well as advanced undergraduate and graduate students.
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